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4.

4.1.

Academic achievement pursuant to art. 16(2) of the
Act of 14 March 2003 on academic degrees and titles
and on arts degrees and titles (Journal of Laws no. 65,
item 595, as amended), i.e. has been completed after receiving the Doctor’s degree and constitutes a significant
contribution to the development of the field of automation and robotics:
A thematic cycle comprising a set of 10 publications given the
following title:

“Application of computational intelligence techniques
in power electronics and drives
with a particular emphasis on repetitive process control”
4.2.

Publications constituting the academic achievement:

I. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (55%), Arkadiusz Kaszewski (35%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “Particle swarm optimization of the multioscillatory LQR for a three-phase four-wire voltagesource inverter with an LC output filter”, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS 62(1), pp. 484–493, 2015, DOI: 10.1109/TIE.2014.2334669, IF 6.498.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to formulate the
problem, survey the literature on the multiresonant (a.k.a. multi-oscillatory) controllers
for power converters, develop the optimal tuning method for the multiresonant controller,
create and develop software tools aimed at supporting the design process by automatizing
it almost completely, provide an interpretation of the results, and to prepare the bulk of
figures and all of the text, as well as to compose the final manuscript. My estimate for the
percentage of my contribution is 55%.
II. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (80%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), Krzysztof Gałkowski (10%), “Particle swarm optimization of an iterative learning controller for the single-phase inverter
with sinusoidal output voltage waveform”, BULLETIN OF THE POLISH ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES – TECHNICAL SCIENCES 61(3), pp. 649–660, 2013, DOI: 10.2478/
bpasts-2013-0069, IF 1.000.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to formulate
the problem, develop the optimal tuning method for the iterative learning controller, create
and develop software tools aimed at supporting the design process by automatizing it almost
completely, plan, prepare and perform numerical experiments, provide an interpretation of
the results, and to prepare all the figures and all of the text, as well as to typeset the final
manuscript. My estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 80%.
III. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (60%), Lech M. Grzesiak (40%), “Particle swarm optimization of
artificial-neural-network-based on-line trained speed controller for battery electric vehicle”,
BULLETIN OF THE POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES – TECHNICAL SCIENCES
60(3), pp. 661–667, 2012, DOI: 10.2478/v10175-012-0059-9, IF 0.980.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to formulate
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the problem, develop the optimal tuning method for the speed neurocontroller, create and
develop software tools aimed at supporting the design process, as well as to plan, prepare
and perform numerical experiments, and to prepare all the figures and the bulk of the text.
I also composed the final manuscript. My estimate for the percentage of my contribution
is 60%.
IV. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (90%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “Artificial neural network based voltage controller for the single phase true sine wave inverter – a repetitive control approach”,
PRZEGLĄD ELEKTROTECHNICZNY 89(4), pp. 14–18, 2013, URL: pe.org.pl/articles/
2013/4/3.pdf.
I was the leading author for this project. I invented a neurocontroller with a global update rule applicable in repetitive control systems. My contribution to this paper was to
demonstrate numerically the feasibility of my invention. I planned, prepared and performed numerical experiments. I also typeset the final manuscript. My estimate for the
percentage of my contribution is 90%.
V. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (85%), Lech M. Grzesiak (15%), “A plug-in direct particle swarm
repetitive controller for a single-phase inverter”, PRZEGLĄD ELEKTROTECHNICZNY
89(6), pp. 6–11, 2014, URL: pe.org.pl/articles/2014/6/2.pdf.
I was the leading author for this project. I invented a stochastic swarm controller with
a global update rule suitable for both repetitive continuous and batch processes. My contribution to this paper was to demonstrate numerically the feasibility of my invention. I
planned, prepared and performed the experiments. I also typeset the final manuscript. My
estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 85%.
VI. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (85%), Lech M. Grzesiak (15%), “Particle swarm optimization of
an online trained repetitive neurocontroller for the sine-wave inverter”, The 39th IECON
annual conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, pp. 6001-6007, 2013, DOI:
10.1109/IECON.2013.6700120.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to develop the
optimal tuning method for the previously invented repetitive neurocontroller that includes
simultaneous parameter and structure optimization. I planned, prepared and performed
the experiments. I also composed the camera-ready manuscript and presented it at the
conference. My estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 85%.
VII. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (90%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “A performance study on synchronous and asynchronous update rules for a plug-in direct particle swarm repetitive
controller”, ARCHIVES OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 63(4), pp. 635–646, 2014,
DOI: 10.2478/aee-2014-0044.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to propose
replacing a synchronous update rule in the previously invented direct particle swarm repetitive controller with an asynchronous one. I planned, prepared and carried out numerical
experiments, as well as provided a discussion on the benefits resulting from this transition.
I composed the manuscript. My estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 90%.
VIII. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (90%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “A comparative investigation on
different randomness schemes in the particle-swarm-based repetitive controller for the
sine-wave inverter”, Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 323, pp. 165–176,
Springer 2014, ISSN 2194-5357, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-11310-4_15.
I was the leading author for this project. My contribution to this paper was to propose,
inter alia, replacing the online pseudorandom number generation in the previously invented
direct particle swarm repetitive controller with a list-based generator. I planned, prepared
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Tab. 1. Selected parameters of the thematic cycle
No.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

Contribution
55 %
80 %
60 %
90 %
85 %
85 %
90 %
90 %
90 %
90 %

Impact Factor
6.498
1.000
0.980
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
0.914 (as of 2014)
0.914 (as of 2014)

MNiSW’s score
50
25
30
10
10
10
10
10
20
20

Year
2014
2013
2012
2013
2014
2013
2014
2014
2016
2015

and conducted numerical experiments, as well as provided a discussion on the benefits
resulting from this transition. I composed the manuscript. My estimate for the percentage
of my contribution is 90%.
IX. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (90%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “Repetitive neurocontroller with disturbance feedforward path active in the pass-to-pass direction for a VSI inverter with an
output LC filter”, BULLETIN OF THE POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES – TECHNICAL SCIENCES 64(1), pp. 115–125, 2016, DOI: 10.1515/bpasts-2016-0013, IF 0.914
(as of 2014).
I was the leading author for this project. Essentially my contribution was to introduce the
repetitive disturbance feedforward in the pass-to-pass direction at inputs of the invented
neurocontroller. I prepared a numerical model and performed experiments to demonstrate
a significant improvement in the disturbance rejection. I coined the phrase ‘disturbance
dual feedforward’ and created the manuscript. My estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 90%.
X. Bartłomiej Ufnalski (90%), Lech M. Grzesiak (10%), “Plug-in direct particle swarm repetitive controller with a reduced dimensionality of a fitness landscape — a multi-swarm
approach”, BULLETIN OF THE POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES – TECHNICAL
SCIENCES 63(4), pp. 857–866, 2015, DOI: 10.1515/bpasts-2015-0098, IF 0.914 (as of
2014).
I was the leading author for this project. Above all my contribution to this paper was to
divide the dynamic optimization problem at hand into several or even dozens of separate
swarms to simplify the shape of a cost function and in turn to increase the convergence
rate. I coined the phrase ‘multi-swarm repetitive controller’ and prepared the manuscript.
My estimate for the percentage of my contribution is 90%.
Selected parameters of the aforementioned papers are collated in Tab. 1. The aggregate Impact
Factor for the cycle is equal to 10.3, and this gives 6.6 if only the applicant’s shares are taken
into account. The aggregate MNiSzW’s score for the cycle is equal to 195, and this gives 145.5
if only the applicant’s shares are taken into account.
According to the document issued by the Main Library of the Warsaw University of Technology on 25 January 2016, the applicant’s h-index is equal to 4 (Web of Science or Scopus).
The total number of citations, excluding self-citations, is 46 for Web of Science and 81 for
Scopus.
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4.3.
4.3.1.

Brief description of the scientific goals and the results described
in the publications constituting the scientific achievement
Motivation and scientific goals

The repetitiveness of a process to be controlled is a common hallmark of industrial manufacturing tasks, often related to repetitive motion control, and is also an inevitable feature of any
constant-frequency power electronic converter such as grid-tie converters or back-end inverters
for AC power sources. This repetitiveness gives new opportunities to develop control algorithms
that harness information on the states of the plant from previous passes for correcting control
signal in the current pass. Such an approach falls into the category of 2D systems and goes
beyond a classic 1D control in which only the current or predicted state is used to modify the
control signal. Yet, it is still standard practice to neglect the repetitiveness of the process at
hand and synthesize 1D controllers that do not learn from pass (iteration) to pass. The reason for this is that repetitive controllers, iterative learning controllers as well as multiresonant
(multi-oscillatory) controllers, are usually cumbersome to tune and are inherently non-robust,
hence additional robustifying algorithms are needed to introduce such mechanisms as forgetting
or dumping to assure long-term stability, which is illustrated in “Multiresonant versus Iterative Learning Control” published on MATLAB Central. The applicant set himself the task
of developing novel control methods for repetitive processes, with special emphasis on their
application to a constant-amplitude constant-frequency (CACF) voltage-source (VSI) inverter
equipped with an LC output filter. On the other hand, the adopted plant is just an example of
a repetitive process chosen here to illustrate the principles of operation of the invented control
methods. Their application is not limited to power electronic converters.
Repetitive process control methods available in 2011 were based mainly on one out of the following techniques: multiresonant (multi-oscillatory) internal models or basic integral iterative
learning controller (ILC) schemes. The latter introduce integral action in the pass-to-pass direction to track and reject periodic reference signals and disturbances, i.e. the reference signals
and disturbances that have constant values in the pass-to-pass direction. Both groups suffer
from a lack of effective, straightforward and relatively universal tuning methods, as well as from
a relatively challenging design of stabilizing filters. In engineering practice these controllers,
including the necessary filters, are often tuned by guessing and checking. Challenges related to
an effective, i.e. robust, tuning of multiresonant controllers, were known to the applicant mainly
due to the numerous experimental works carried out in the parent institute (i.a. by the teams
of prof. Lech M. Grzesiak and prof. Mariusz Malinowski). Whereas practical challenges that
appear during implementation of the integral ILC in robotics had been extensively discussed
directly with prof. Krzysztof Gałkowski and members of his research teams at the University
of Zielona Góra and Nicolaus Copernicus Uniwersity in Toruń. Additionally, largely ineffective implementation efforts within the applicant’s team to develop industrial-grade CACF VSI
with an LC output filter and classic ILC law have demonstrated serious weaknesses of that approach. It should be noted that control tasks encountered in power electronics are usually very
distinctive in terms of the number of iterations from the ones present in robotics. A robotic
arm performing movement at e.g. 1 Hz and reset e.g. twice a day does less than 50 thousand
repetitions, whereas a power converter designed for continuous operation at 50 Hz e.g. for a
week does more than 30 million passes. Thus, the instability coming from overlearning does
not necessarily have to be tackled in all types of systems – robustification mechanisms can
be neglected in systems characterized by a number of iterations small enough to not develop
significant overlearning detrimental to the process. It is worth to stress that the lack of robustness of any controller that introduces pure integration in the pass-to-pass direction is a natural
consequence of the attempt to construct the ideal control signal that forces control error to drop
to zero along the whole pass. This attempt becomes unrealistic in the presence of a repetitive
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disturbance that has dynamics higher than the available rejection ability. In the context of
the CACF VSI the mentioned rejection ability is shaped by a limited DC-link voltage and an
intentionally non-zero output filter inductance. Hence the slope of the filter current is limited
and this in turn makes full rejection of the load currents that cross this slope impossible.
In 2011 the applicant set himself two research goals that appeared to him important taking
into account the then existing solutions:
 to develop an effective practical tuning method for multi-oscillatory controllers
in CACF VSIs that requires guessing and checking of only one scalar parameter; and this parameter should have a very straightforward influence on the
dynamics of the resulting closed-loop control system;
 to propose novel iterative learning controllers in which the phenomenon of
instability due to overfitting is eliminated already at the stage of the learning rule concept development, i.e. without the need for later robustification
using low-pass filtering – a filtering for which there is still no certainty of
stabilization for any repetitive disturbance in the infinite time horizon.
When formulating the above goals, the applicant did not presume to narrow his search to a
specific set of synthesis techniques. However, the most promising results have been obtained
using algorithms that fall into the category of computational intelligence. This certainly has
been influenced by the fact of the applicant’s long-lasting intellectual adventure with computational intelligence – initially within the field of state estimators for electric drives (mainly
before receiving the Ph.D. degree), then in the area of non-repetitive controllers (predominantly
just after receiving the Ph.D. degree), and recently largely with respect to repetitive control
systems.
Some explanation may be needed regarding the nomenclature adopted in this summary.
It should be recalled that basic RC (repetitve control) and ILC (iterative learning control)
techniques were developed by different teams and under contrasting assumptions about initial
conditions for each pass [30]. Nevertheless, both techniques can be discussed within the frame
of the internal model principle as they both introduce to the control scheme a generic periodic
signal generator. Additionally, a number of authors (e.g. [6]) that employ oscillatory (also
known as resonant) elements to build the internal model of a given reference and/or disturbance signal often label them repetitive control, which is totally understandable nomenclature
– a sufficiently comprehensive set of oscillatory elements is equivalent in its ability to generate
a given periodic signal to a repetitive term in the classic ILC law. The basic concept of iterative learning controller (ILC) assumes an integration of the control error in the pass-to-pass
direction, and as such hardly belongs to the category of full-blown learning systems as we know
them in computational intelligence. In the classic ILC there is no objective function defined. In
contrast, the two controllers proposed by the applicant explicitly learn by iterative gradient-free
(here using particle swarms) or gradient-based (here using neural networks) dynamic optimization of the control signal. Hence, the name ’iterative learning controller’ seems to be even more
fitting here than in the case of the classic ILC. However, ILC was developed historically for
batch processes, whereas CACF VSI constitutes a continuous repetitive process and as such
belongs to the historical category of RC in which the initial state of the current pass cannot
be reset, i.e. results from the final state of the previous pass. At the same time, many batch
process controllers can be easily refurbished to suit also continuous processes, which in turn
blurs their categorisation. That is why the applicant decided to call any controller that exploits the repetitiveness of a process to enhance its performance a repetitive one. The proposed
dynamic-optimisation-based controllers can be used without any alterations for both types of
repetitive processes. In this respect they are universal plug-in repetitive controllers based on
dynamic optimisation algorithms iterative in their nature.
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4.3.2.

Optimal tuning of controllers using population-based methods in the offline
mode – static optimization problem

Multi-oscillatory (a.k.a. multiresonant) controllers become more and more popular in power
electronic converters. Nonetheless, their tuning still represents a serious challenge if the number
of oscillatory terms in a given control path is bigger than one. An attempt to calculate gains
for the proportional-multiresonant controller using the Naslin polynomial method [22] leads to
a contradiction (even if only two oscillatory elements are present). This has been verified by
the applicant in the case of two and three oscillators and the relevant derivations are available
in the didactic material “Naslin polynomial method and multiresonant current controllers?”.
Some authors (e.g. [5]) make the mistake of neglecting equations that cause the contradiction.
Moreover, they choose the non-contradictory subset randomly, i.e. without any sensitivity
analysis of their solution in respect to all other non-contradictory subsets. Another equally
flawed approach is to go into a superposition of proportional-resonant (PR) controllers as
proposed in [5]. While the resonant element is characterized by a very selective frequency
response and the superposition might be justified, the proportional element does not feature
this selectiveness and the superposition of independently tuned PR controllers does not make
any sense – it may even lead to instability. The applicant’s overview of the formally correct
tuning methods for multiresonant controllers can be found in [I]. However, the effectiveness of
those methods that can be rated in terms of their straightforwardness, i.e. a clear influence of the
parameters tuned by guessing and checking by a designer (such as the entries of the weighting
matrices Q and R in the linear-quadratic regulator) on the observed dynamic response of the
system, drops significantly with the growing number of oscillatory terms. It is not uncommon
that meeting normative requirements related to harmonic content of a current drawn by the
grid-tie converters or a voltage produced by the back-end converters forces designers to use
even a dozen or so oscillatory terms. This in turn makes analytic methods, as well as the trial
and error method, cumbersome or often unmanageable. The applicant has proposed to define
another fitness function on top of the LQR cost functional, in order to reduce the complexity of
the trial and error method. The fitness function introduces only one parameter to be selected
by the designer. This parameter influences the dynamics of the control signal and at the same
time helps achieve the required level of robustness of the control system. A multi-dimensional
guessing has then been turned into a very straightforward one-dimensional search. The LQR
weighting matrices are then determined using particle swarm optimization (PSO). As this is
a static optimization problem (SOP), a classic PSO can be used without any modifications.
The applicant has developed a suite of scripts to completely automatize the tuning process for
multiresonant controllers in CACF VSIs – the only decision variable seen by the designer is the
aforementioned scalar penalty factor for closed-loop dynamics shaping. The effectiveness of the
method has been confirmed experimentally [I].
Several other research works by the applicant on optimization in control systems suggest
that the described approach manifests its potential not only in conjunction with full-state
feedback controllers with internal models, and not only in the case of CACF VSIs. Gradientfree evolutionary (population-based) controller tuning methods that give the designer a free
hand to define whatever performance index he or she feels necessary allow to turn the design
procedure into a very intuitive one in comparison to the initial multidimensional and often nonintuitive decision space. A user-defined performance index can and should be chosen to have
less weighting factors than the number of parameters to be tuned on the controller side. If the
weighted sum method is used to accommodate multiple control objectives, in power electronic
converters and drives it is often enough to introduce only one or two weighting factors that
have clear influence on the system behaviour. Such a well-posed and well-conditioned problem
can then be solved by any decent optimizer, e.g. particle swarm, genetic algorithm, differential
evolution or simulated annealing. The effectiveness of this approach has been verified by the
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applicant in various tuning arrangements, i.a. for cascade speed and position controllers in
BLDC drives [28], speed neurocontroller in an electric vehicle [III] and a classic ILC for CACF
VSI [II]. The applicant successfully employed the particle swarm also to determine selected
parameters for the speed neurocontroller in the system with an elastic coupling (in cooperation
with Marcin Kamiński, Ph.D. from the Wrocław University of Technology).
In the applicant’s opinion, a gradient-free optimization as a controller tuning method has
promising practical applications – it allows for optimal tuning of controllers in systems not
yet accompanied by effective analytical tuning methods. Additionally, in a gradient-free search
it is relatively easy to introduce simultaneous topology optimization, e.g. a determination of
the optimal number of neurons in a neurocontroller or the optimal order of a stabilizing filter
in ILC. This has been illustrated by simultaneous gains and a number of neurons selection
for a repetitive neurocontroller [VI]. In the light of the apparent versatility of this control
system design methodology, some tuning/adaptation tasks that have emerged in Ph.D. projects
supervised by the applicant are attempted to be solved using particle swarms, e.g. multiresonant
controller tuning for a grid-tie converter (SOP-type task) or adaptive speed controller for a drive
with a variable moment of inertia (a dynamic optimization problem, DOP).
4.3.3.

Repetitve neurocontroller

A number of research teams (e.g. the applicant’s team [8], Prof. Krzysztof Zawirski’s affiliates
[23], Prof. Teresa Orłowska-Kowalska’s associates [12] and Prof. Krzysztof Szabat’s crew [13])
has demonstrated the practicality of online-trained neurocontrollers in electric drives. However, those controllers were designed as non-repetitive ones, i.e. the potential repetitiveness of
a process was neglected. It should be stressed at this point that in some situations a training
algorithm may by equivalent to the integral action in a classic controller or observer. It is
therefore recommended, while the two are compared, to be really insightful, disciplined and
systematic in experiments before any conclusions are drawn in favour of non-repetitive neurocontrollers in comparison to the classic PI controller. Very careful consideration should be
given especially to linear neurons in conjunction with gradient-based training algorithms. In
a number of cases it is also questionable to categorise them as adaptive ones. An exemplary
alikeness of a selected neural solution and the integral action within a low-pass filter has been
made evident by the applicant in the case of an induction motor flux estimator [27]. Nevertheless, even the non-repetitive online-trained neurocontrollers that resemble integration of the
control error signal provide a straightforward opportunity for the inclusion of additional signals
at the controller’s input – signals that may carry useful information and improve performance.
Typical candidate signals are: tap-delayed copies of the signals already present at the neurocontroller inputs and/or measured state variables other than the one directly controlled by the
neural network as e.g. in [13]. The non-repetitive neurocontrolles may thus in some situations
provide a legitimate alternative for the basic PI controller.
Despite some quite successful applications of online-trained neurocontrollers to non-repetitive
control in power electronics and drives, a clear lack of research on potential applications of neural training algorithms to repetitive control can be observed. Actually, except the original
solution to output voltage control for a pure sine wave UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
demonstrated in [4] and based on the concept of B-spline neural network as the control signal
generator discussed in [3], Researchers were facing an academic void in the field of repetitive
neurocontroller studies, especially concerning cost function (i.e. optimization) based solutions.
It should be noted that in [4] a local learning rule has been applied and such a rule is analogous to the classic ILC rule augmented by a FIR filtering of the control error (sometimes
referred to as a wave ILC). It is a well recognized fact that local update rules, i.e. ones that use
only information on control errors from the previous pass within the narrow neighbourhood of
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the currently updated control signal sample, have a tendency to accumulate high frequencies
(not completely rejectable disturbance frequencies), which in turn may lead to an instability of
the system. This equally applies to all pure integral pass-to-pass learning rules, regardless of
whether they are implemented in the classic ILC scheme or are employed to iteratively modify
the B-spline coefficients. In the classic ILC it is necessary to introduce gradual forgetting of the
control signal to prevent overlearning. This is usually done by simply decreasing geometrically
the control signal from the previous pass by a factor close to 1 or by implementing low-pass
filtering of the previous control signal pass. Both approaches render exponential forgetting of
control signal – with an identical exponent’s base in the first solution and frequency dependent
base in the second solution [29]. Analogously, the overlearning phenomenon was also observed
10
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in the B-spline based repetitive controller and in order to keep the system stable the learning
law has been modified to exponentially forget the weights [4].
In contrast, the solution developed by the applicant does not require forgetting or any
other means of filtering to robustify the system. Instead of the commonly used local and nonlocal – yet still non-global – update laws, the proposed solution employs a global update rule
and reformulates a repetitive control task to pose a dynamic optimization problem. The cost
function used during an online training of the FFNN (feedforward neural network) is the root
mean square error calculated over the entire previous pass [IV]. The control law in no longer local
– now the controller solves the global optimization problem of shaping the control signal on the
fly. Under a correctly chosen number of neurons and limited allowable values for neural network
weights, overlearning does not occur. The optimal control signal search reaches its equilibrium
even in the case of a non-zero steady state control error in the pass-to-pass direction caused by
physical limitations on the plant side. The equilibrium can be reached thanks to the limited
approximation capability of a neural network with a fixed number of neurons and bounded
weighted connections. In [VI] a simultaneous optimization of a neurocontroller’s structure
and input/output gains using particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been demonstrated. A
non-parametric cost function makes pruning and tuning possible without any assistance from a
designer. In fact, the only decision that requires guessing and then checking by visual inspection
is the selection of the online DOP-capable training algorithm. A trade-off needs to be made
between several factors and the common ones are: convergence rate, mean steady-state error
(sensitivity to measurement noise), and computational complexity. An exemplary comparison
of responses under two different training algorithms (Levenberg–Marquardt and RiedmillerBraun backpropagations) is shown in Fig. 1. The detailed description of the test scenario is
provided in [IX].
One serious weakness of the initial solution was identified. Two contradictory requirements
prevented effective selection of the number of hidden neurons. This is brought about by close
resemblance of the expected neurocontroller’s output signal to the actual load current shape.
Assuming that the time base generator is the sole input for the neuroestimator (as in [IV] and
[4]), the approximation task is significantly less challenging for linear loads (a small number of
neurons would be preferrable), whereas for highly nonlinear loads, such as the diode rectifier, the
task is significantly more challenging (a bigger number of neurons would be necessary). It is not
then possible to determine the number of neurons sufficient to get good results under nonlinear
loads with the same number not being excessive, and thus possibly leading to overlearning,
in the case of linear loads. This dilemma has been resolved by introducing measured load
current as the second input for the neurocontroller. The presence of the load current sensor has
been already assumed during the over-the-pass controller synthesis stage. The created control
structure is depicted in Fig. 2. The proposed neurocontroller pioneers repetitive disturbance
feedforward path. Apparent benefits due to the disturbance feedforward within the repetitive
controller, i.e. in the pass-to-pass direction, are demonstrated and discussed in [IX]. The
applicant has coined the name disturbance dual feedforward (DDFF) to communicate this new
feature, i.e. to highlight that now there are two distinct disturbance feedforward paths – the
standard one in the over-the-pass direction and the novel one in the pass-to-pass direction, both
active in a 2D system. An exemplary 2D evolution of the output voltage during the transient
state caused by connecting a load with a front-end diode rectifier is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
improvement in convergence rate after the introduction of the disturbance feedforward within
the repetitive part of the control algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 4. The possibility of a
substantial reduction in the number of neurons is evidenced through Fig. 5. The process of
selecting an effective and practical online training method for such a repetitive neurocontroller is
discussed in [26]. A dozen or so off-the-shelf training algorithms have been scrutinized and some
specific recommendations have been made. Also, exemplary detrimental consequences for the
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disturbance feedforward in the repetitive part of the algorithm – the case of N = 7 neurons
[IX].
controller performance after selecting some of the acclaimed training algorithms – algorithms
initially designed to address the need for solving static optimization problems – have been
investigated.
A complete numerical model aimed at demonstrating the principle of the operation of the
developed control system has been published at MATLAB Central under the title “Repetitive
Neurocontroller with Disturbance Feedforward”, whereas the model enabling researchers to test
various training algorithms has been shared as “Repetitive neurocontroller training algorithms”.
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It should be highlighted that the proposed controller is of the plug-in type, i.e. after a tailored
configuration it can be plugged as a pass-to-pass controller into any sort of repetitive process
stable along the pass. The obtained results support the plausibility of formulating repetitive
control tasks in such a way that they pose a dynamic optimisation problem – dynamic due to
the supposedly variable disturbance conditions – and then solving this problem in an iterative
manner using neural network techniques.
4.3.4.

Direct particle swarm repetitive controller

The developed direct particle swarm repetitive control algorithm is a fully original concept and
to the best of the applicant’s knowledge no similar solutions had been reported in the topical
literature. The starting point was to note that a plant subject to a repetitive process can serve
as a critic for a population-based evolutionary optimizer, since such a plant enables to calculate
the fitness of each individual in similar conditions, which is essential for the effective evolution of
the population (here called swarm). In each period of the reference signal exactly one individual
(here called particle) can be rated and thus after the number of periods equal to the number
of particles one full iteration of the optimization algorithm is executed. Therefore, analogously
to the solution discussed in Section 4.3.3, the repetitive control task has been formulated in
such a way that it poses a dynamic optimization problem (DOP). The optimization problem
is then solved in the iterative manner using the particle swarm algorithm. The optimization
takes place in the online mode, i.e. without interrupting the regular operation of the plant, and
the optimization algorithm (here PSO) becomes itself a control algorithm.
Numerous alterations to the basic SOP-capable PSO aimed at tackling also DOPs, i.e. enabling tracking a moving optimum, are reported in the literature. However, those modifications
were originally developed to support optimization tasks not related to continuous repetitive processes. It should be stressed that using the physical plant (not its mathematical model) as the
critic to rate particles imposes one requirement hard to comply with – all the solutions (here
control signal samples) proposed by all the particles in all the iterations have to be acceptable
from the standpoint of the demanded process quality. This requirement inescapably limits the
nature of the applicable techniques of population evolution. For example, the classic mutation
mechanism present in genetic algorithms, or the standard reinitialization of particles in the
swarm after detecting a change in the cost function, or a specialization among particles in heterogeneous swarms, would need themselves elaborate modifications to ensure a proper course
of the control process. The applicant has analysed a number of evolutionary algorithms, along
with their modifications introducing DOP-capability, within the context of their suitability for
inverter control. Eventually, the applicant arrived at a particle swarm optimizer with two additional mechanisms enabling for effective operation under non-stationary load currents, i.e.
under a disturbance whose frequency content changes in time. The two selected mechanisms
are: gradual knowledge evaporation and repulsion from the current global best solution as well
as particles’ bests. The former is always on while the latter is activated after crossing a given
lower diversity limit and thus no change detection is needed to guide any of them. Initially a
single-swarm controller governed with the help of the synchronous update rule described in [V]
was proposed. Later the control scheme was equipped with a repetitive disturbance feedforward
[25] to compensate for the delay inherent in any DSC-based closed-loop control system. The
obtained numerical results may serve as a proof of the concept. They demonstrate that it is
feasible to use swarms of particles to directly shape the control signal for continuous repetitive
processes. The term ‘continuous’ refers here to the lack of possibility of resetting the initial state
at the beginning of each pass. It is apparent from [V] that the early solution had a substantial
weakness – to work out a compromise between the responsiveness of the repetitive controller
in transient states and the quality of voltage in steady states, a relatively slow response to an
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abrupt load type change has to be assumed. Therefore, further research effort has been put
into increasing the convergence rate while keeping a practical quality of the voltage waveform
in transient states in the pass-to-pass direction and a sound quality in steady states. As a
result, it was discovered that replacing the single-swarm controller with a set of independent
subswarms (a multi-swarm approach) significantly improves responsiveness. The improvement
comes from the less rugged optimization landscape presented to the subswarm. This in turn
enables faster evaporation of potentially outdated knowledge, which in this arrangement has
much lower impact on the quality of the voltage in the steady states. The problem dimensionality reduction seen by the subswarm is non-trivial, e.g. for 10 subswarms it is tenfold.
Instead of e.g. a 200-dimensional search space for a 10 kHz sampling and a 50 Hz reference
signal, each subswarm moves now in a 20-dimensional subspace. The invented multi-swarm
repetitive controller is sketched in Fig. 6 and has been explained in [X]. Further improvement
of responsiveness has been obtained after switching from the synchronous update rule to the
asynchronous one [VII]. The asynchronous learning rule gives faster knowledge dissemination
and the swarms governed by it are less prone to deteriorate the performance of the controller
for small swarms. Hence, smaller swarms can be used, which results in a higher swarm update
frequency and thus also a quicker response in the pass-to-pass direction, i.e. faster settling in a
new optimum (Fig. 7). The evolution of the output voltage after connecting the diode rectifier
as a load is rendered in Fig. 8 whereas the quality of the voltage in a steady state is illustrated
in Fig. 9.
Before moving to the implementation stage, the computational complexity of the developed
swarm control algorithm was taken into consideration and several successful attempts to reduce
burden on the microcontroller have been made. The target was to run the code at 10 kHz on a
DSC suitable for industrial-class power electronic converters and the TMS320F2812 from TI was
selected for this study. To meet the goal, inter alia, a non-standard approach to the diversity
calculation has been proposed. Instead of the computationally expensive Euclidean radius
in a multidimensional space (here 200-dimensional!), a computationally cheap radius of the
swarm calculated for each dimension separately using a min-max operator has been proposed.
Coincidentally, thanks to the independent diversity supervision in each dimension, i.e. for each
control signal sample along the pass, it has also led to the enhancement of the output voltage.
To reduce or even completely eliminate the burden of a pseudorandom generator (PRG) present
in the classic PSO algorithm, different randomization schemes were investigated [VIII]. It has
been concluded that replacing the PRG with a relatively short list of dozen or so predefined
pseudorandom numbers called cyclically does not significantly affect the performance of the
controller; therefore, a list-based PSO can be used as the main optimization/control engine.
This simplifies implementation even further. It has also been demonstrated that under the
dimension-wise switching between repulsion and attraction modes it is possible to effectively
distribute along the pass most of the necessary calculations. The recognition of the possibility
of the time-distributed PSO calculations helps to design an effective code suitable for real-time
implementation in a cost-effective DSCs such as the TMS320 C2000 family. For example, the
fitness of a particle can be calculated incrementally in such a way that its final value is known
exclusively when it is needed at the end of a pass. Similarly, calculations related to speed
determination, position update, knowledge evaporation and diversity control can be organized
in such a way that in a given sampling period only the calculations related to a single particle in a
single dimension of the search space are performed [1]. An important feature of the developed
code is that the required computational power does not grow with the number of particles
nor with the number of subswarms – note that the amount of time available for allocation is
proportional to the increasing number of particles as the swarm size determines the number of
reference signal periods (passes) needed to rate all particles. The effectiveness and practical
feasibility of the proposed algorithm have been demonstrated on a physical power electronic
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the multi-swarm repetitive control system [X].

Fig. 7. Comparison of convergence rates for 10-particle swarm repetitive controllers under
synchronous (SUR) and asynchronous (ASUR) update rules [VII].
converter controlled by TMS320F2812 eZdsp equipped with 64K-word on-board RAM [2]. This
storage capability is necessary to memorize all the 25 particles used in the experiment. In the
humble opinion of the applicant, the real-world demonstration opens new frontiers for versatile
DOP-solver-based repetitive controllers. It is important in so far as the possibility to use a
stochastic population-based optimizer in conjunction with a global user-defined cost function
spanned over the entire pass and a real plant as the critic for real-time on-the-fly control signal
shaping in a physical repetitive control system has not been yet, to the best of the applicant’s
knowledge, demonstrated.
Similarly to the research on repetitive neurocontrollers, the power electronic converter in
the form of the CACF VSI with an LC output filter is just an exemplary plant picked out of
several repetitive systems built or being built in the applicant’s team to test the viability of the
swarm repetitive controller. This plant was initially selected to examine all original repetitive
control concepts proposed by the applicant. More plants followed and, for variety’s sake, one
14

Fig. 8. Evolution of the output voltage after connecting a diode rectifier load to the converter
controlled by the swarm [VII].

Fig. 9. Output voltage quality at the steady state of the multi-swarm repetitive controller
under nonlinear load [VII].
of the Ph.D. projects supervised by the applicant is devoted to swarms in repetitive motion
control, while another addresses grid-tie converters. Since this controller can deal with any
black-boxed, stable along the pass, repetitive systems, its application is not limited to power
electronics or robotics. It should be highlighted that the controller is immune to the long-term
stability loss phenomenon. The proposed cost function imposes penalty on the dynamics of
the control signal, which introduces an equilibrium point defined by the trade-off between the
mean squared control error and the mean squared control signal increment.
A comprehensive numerical model of the developed control system has been published on
MATLAB Central under the name “Plug-in Direct Particle Swarm Repetitive Controller”. The
purpose of this is to facilitate further research outside the applicant’s group and thereby also
encourage teams outside the field of power electronics and drives to exploit the concept of the
direct repetitive swarm controller. The flexibility of the solution arises from the gradient-free
online optimisation that gives unhindered adjustability of a user-defined cost function, i.e. userdefined control goal – without the necessity to select only from the functionals that are cheap
both computationally and as far as memory is concerned in the differentiation within the domain
of decisive variables so as to calculate on the fly the sensitivity to change of the control signal.
In the case of non-repetitive control systems, the mentioned flexibility in functional selection
is provided by some solutions from the model predictive control (MPC) family. It is worthy
to emphasise that there is a strong feeling among practitioners that future control systems
will increasingly use online (a.k.a. dynamic) optimization techniques as control algorithms, i.e.
control tasks will be defined as dynamic optimization problems [14, 15]. The proposed swarm
repetitive controller works along these lines.
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The applicant’s present work focuses on hybrid solutions aimed at combining fast response of
the classic ILC with the robustness offered by dynamic global optimization techniques. The idea
here is to partially abort the stochastic control law and move some particles deterministically.
Promising results have already been obtained for a grid-tie three-phase converter. A patent
application is currently being drafted and after its submission several manuscripts for potential
publication in e.g. Elsevier journals are envisaged.

5.
5.1.

Discussion of other scientific achievements of the applicant
B-spline based repetitive controller

Parallel to the development of the original neural and swarm repetitive controllers, the applicant
analysed the key considerations that must be addressed when attempting to implement in
power electronic converters some of the repetitive controllers reported in the literature. In
particular, the B-spline based controller [3] has been scrutinized. The results of the experimental
verification conducted by the applicant’s team suggested that the effectiveness of this method
with regard to the discussed converter output voltage control task is not so outstanding as might
be inferred from the data reported in [4]. At the same time the applicant had a hunch that the
problems observed during the physical implementation may result from a somewhat inadequate
use of the B-spline network, whereas the concept itself is promising if some enhancements are
introduced. The first proposed modification was to introduce a shift between the control signal
samples being updated in the current pass and the control error samples from the previous
pass used during this update. This is to reflect the causality of the process and the delay may
and usually should be longer than one sample period. This delay can be determined from the
impulse response. The modification was inspired by the observations reported in some classic
ILC systems. The applicant also spotted that the growth of computational complexity reported
in [4] and attributed to the recursion formula for generating higher order splines can be easily
circumvented by tabelarizing the base spline. The computational complexity of the resulting
code for a microcontroller is independent from the selected order of the spline. This in turn
enables a smoother control signal, which is the fundamental idea behind switching from the
classic ILC formula to the B-spline based control signal generator. Simultaneously, the memory
burden does not grow significantly due to the tabelarization of the function values because
only non-zero points have to be stored. The impracticality for higher order splines, initially
reported in [4], has then been resolved. Additionally, as a result of the study inspired and
coordinated by the applicant a third modification was introduced to ensure a smooth transition
of the control signal between passes in a steady state, which is preferable for any continuous
repetitive process. Experimental verification of the modified B-spline based repetitive controller
has been presented in [17]. The investigation gave the team the necessary insight to identify core
similarities between the B-spline based controller and the classic ILC with Q-filtering, which
successively led to an alternative design procedure for such a controller, described in [16]. This
observation questions the actual benefits of the B-spline approach over the more commonly
used Q-filtering in the classic ILC. Further research is suggested to pinpoint potential benefits
or conclude on the equivalence of both solutions in terms of achievable performance.
At this point it is worth mentioning that soon after submitting the enhanced B-spline
based control algorithm to MATLAB Central as “B-spline based repetitive neurocontroller”
the contribution was warmly received by one of the creators of the B-spline based repetitive
controller concept (please see the comment).
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Fig. 10. Particle swarm as the adaptation mechanism in a non-repetitive controller for a nonstationary repetitive process.

5.2.

Adaptability in non-repetitive controllers for repetitive processes
using gradient-free dynamic optimization

Ignoring the repetitiveness of a process and implementing only 1D control system is still a
common approach to repetitive process control. Nevertheless, the repetitiveness of the process
neglected in the control law can be harnessed to adapt parameters (e.g. gains) of the nonrepetitive controller. This gives the opportunity to keep the performance optimal according to
a user-defined cost function employing a real plant as the critic, thus immunising the control system against unavoidable plant identification errors. The developed swarm repetitive controller
described briefly in Section 4.3.4 can be easily rearranged to serve as the adaptation mechanism
for a non-repetitive controller if the controlled process is of a repetitive nature. The persistent
iterative learning that takes place among the swarm keeps the non-repetitive controller optimal
even for a non-stationary plant, i.e. in the presence of plant parameters’ variations. In this
application of the swarm, the particles – instead of directly storing samples of the control signal
– are vectors of controller parameters. A block diagram of the PSO-based adaptive controller
is sketched in Fig. 10. The idea has been initially tested in the case of a proportional controller
for a two-inertial non-stationary plant. The obtained results are commented in Fig. 11 and
they back up the effectiveness of the approach.
A numerical model illustrating the principles of the operation of the swarm-based adaptive
non-repetitive controller in a repetitive system has been published on MATLAB Central as
“Adaptive optimal control for repetitive processes”. The adaptation algorithm signalled here
has already been successfully tested numerically in drive control systems and also coded in a
programmable logic controller (PLC) specific language to facilitate its deployment in industrial
control systems (please see e.g. “PSO-tuned PI controller for speed control of the BLDC motor
with variable inertia”). The applicant is currently an auxiliary supervisor of a Ph.D. project
intended to build a demonstrator drive system equipped with exactly this kind of adaptation
mechanism for a fuzzy speed controller to tackle significant (e.g. fivefold or more) moment of
inertia variations.

5.3.

Gradient-free parameter identification and tracking in repetitive
processes as a dynamic optimization problem

State observation and parameter estimation problems are sometimes solved using exactly the
same techniques as for control tasks. A linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) method and a state
observer (a.k.a. Luenberger observer) with gains designed using an LQR algorithm may serve
17

Fig. 11. Demonstration of the proportional gain adaptation using an online particle swarm for
a two-inertial plant in which one of the time constants is subject to abrupt changes.
as an example of such a parallelism. It should be also recalled that the state observer concept
is often extended into the combined state-parameter estimation/identification concept. The
applicant therefore set himself the task of examining the possibility of using the developed
swarm control algorithm to track variations of a plant’s parameters under the assumption of a
repetitive nature of the process subject to identification. The arrangement then considers the
DOP-capable PSO as a plant-model matching mechanism. The resulting particles are vectors
of the model’s parameters to be observed. The cost function is any user-defined measure of
mismatch between a physical plant and its mathematical model designed to rate the discrepancy between the measured responses and their modelled counterparts. A schematic diagram
of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 12. Exemplary identification effects for the secondorder inertial plant, if all three coefficients of the denominator are to be tracked, are illustrated
in Fig. 13. The relatively big identification errors at the beginning result from a deliberately
distant starting point to simulate a scenario where only a rough knowledge about the plant
parameters is available to the designer, i.e. only at the level of order-of-magnitude reasonableness. The DOP-capable PSO developed for the purpose of the swarm repetitive controller
can be used without any alterations to track plant parameters. This is because the parameter
tracking task is less challenging than the control task in terms of the requirements imposed on
particles. In the swarms described in Sections 4.3.4 and 5.2 none of the particles is allowed to
leave the search region acceptable from the process quality standpoint. By contrast, in the case
of the identification task this kind of restriction does not apply to the population. The particles
are rated with the help of a mathematical model of the plant and they iteratively improve the
fitness of the model. Ergo, not all particles directly influence the control signal. For example,
if the identified parameters are employed to calculate new gains for a controller on the fly, only
the current global best solution can and should be used. Furthermore, if the swarm transients
are turbulent and the variance of the proposed solutions is high, it is possible to hold previous
settings in the controller and do not update them until the swarm calms down, i.e. to pass
data from the identification subsystem to the control subsystem after several iterations.
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Fig. 12. Particle swarm as a mechanism for tracking identification of non-stationary repetitive
process parameters.
A numerical model incorporating the developed algorithm for tracking identification of the
parameters in a non-stationary repetitive process has been published on MATLAB Central
under the title “Gradient-free parameter identification in repetitive processes”. Another illustration is available as “Induction motor parameter estimation and tracking” – the proposed
gradient-free tracking identification is engaged to estimate selected parameters of the induction
motor on the fly.
Altogether, a comprehensive set of three possible applications of the DOP-capable PSO to
repetitive process has been demonstrated and it includes the following distinct tasks:
 direct shaping of the repetitive control signal (Section 4.3.4),
 optimal adaptation of a non-repetitive controller in a repetitive process (Section 5.2), and
 tracking identification of the parameters of a non-stationary repetitive process (Section
5.3).
This displays the important potential a swarm algorithm refitted to cope with dynamic optimization problems can offer in control systems for time-variant repetitive processes. The
investigated set of applications is by no means exhaustive. More applications can be envisaged,
e.g. an online adaptation of the classic Q-filter based iterative learning controller to provide
optimal control not only for one selected test scenario as in [II].

5.4.

Electric vehicle powertrain systems

One of the research areas explored by the applicant after receiving the doctoral degree includes
power electronics and drives for electric and hybrid vehicles. The research work as well as the
development of mockups, pre-prototypes and prototypes was a collective effort of the entire
team led by the applicant. Scientific activities within this field were, and in the case of hybrid
energy storages still are, largely backed up by doctoral students. The applicant’s duties and
responsibilities included, but were not limited to, the development of concepts for powertrains,
the preparation of selected mathematical models, numerical studies (covering also thermal
studies), the leadership of the teams within the division of affiliation, and the preparation of
manuscripts. According to the applicant, the most compelling effects of these studies are as
follows:
 design, fabrication, comissioning and putting into operation of two full-size powertrains
for the Faculty of Automotive and Construction Machinery Engineering: one of hybrid
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Fig. 13. Exemplary tracking of time-varying parameters performed by the particle swarm in a
repetitive process.
type (a series hybrid equipped with an internal combustion engine driven generator and
an electrochemical battery energy storage) and another one of pure electric type [9, 11],
both assuming a single electric motor and a mechanical differential;
 design, fabrication, comissioning and putting into operation of a four-motor laboratory
set-up configured to validate control algorithms for two-motor two-wheel drives with an
electronic differential; the test bench enables, inter alia, the modelling of resistance to
vehicle motion and resistance to change in motion, the emulation of traction battery
characteristics (currently of Li-ion batteries), supporting the drive system with an auxiliary ultracapacitor storage and powering the system using an active grid-tie converter
[10, 18, 20] – all the tasks completed within the framework of collaborative research work
“ECO-Mobility” (Innovative Economy Operational Programme) between the Faculty of
Transport and the applicant’s home institute;
 design, fabrication, comissioning and putting into operation on the mobile mockup of an
urban car of a pre-prototype full-scale two-motor drive system equipped with a hybrid
battery-ultracapacitor energy storage [19, 21] – the tasks completed within the framework of collaborative research work “ECO-Mobility” (Innovative Economy Operational
Programme) between the Faculty of Transport and the applicant’s home institute.
It should be highlighted that, beside the control algorithms and programs, also all power electronic converters, including their low-power electronics (DSC/FPGA based controller boards),
for the above powertrains have been designed entirely from scratch to produce very flexible
non-proprietary open platforms. The non-mobile contraption is regularly used to verify and
validate classic and computational intelligence based control algorithms for electric vehicles. For
example, currently a fuzzy logic based power split controller optimized with the help of PSO is
investigated experimentally and the applicant serves the role of auxiliary scientific supervisor
in this undertaking.
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5.5.

Programmable optimal state regulator for induction motor drives

Just after receiving the doctoral degree the applicant developed a novel control system for induction motor drives. The proposed method implements a gain-scheduled controller architecture.
A 2D evenly spaced grid of augmented speed and flux offset-free state controllers is derived
according to the LQR formula. The scheduling variables are, e.g., the rotor mechanical speed
and the stator flux slip speed. Instead of the commonly used memory-expensive look-up tables,
all gains for several hundred local controllers have been compressed into a memory-cheap, i.e.
relatively small, artificial neural network [7]. Similar gain-scheduling has been afterward used
by other teams to synthetize a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) servo drive [24].
A numerical demo model of the full-state feedback controller with the neural network based
gain-scheduler has been shared on MATLAB Central as “Programmable linear-quadratic regulator”.

5.6.

Published numerical models

In the humble opinion of the applicant, it is particularly worth pointing out the fact of the consistent popularity, throughout the last two years, of the innovative control algorithms published
on MATLAB Central. They illustrate, inter alia, the solutions explored in the present summary. The models devoted to repetitive process control are downloaded on average 250 times
per month and the author estimates that no more than 25% of these downloads may come from
his own students. The overall reputation earned by the 24 published models, including the 15
ones related to the application of computational intelligence techniques in power electronics
and drives with a particular emphasis on repetitive process (9 models), gives the author a Top
5% contributor status. Such a statistic might suggest that the proposed solutions based on soft
computing techniques – especially the solutions within the repetitive process control utilizing
dynamic optimization methods – are in demand among the control community and constitute
an interesting alternative to the classic iterative learning controllers (ILCs) with a proportional
local learning rule, i.e. a pure integration in the pass-to-pass direction, affected by the lack of
sufficient robustness to exogenous repetitive disturbances.
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